


A truly gifted singer, exceptionally 
talented performer and engaging 
entertainer, Shaili Shah brings along 
a treasure of musical surprises and 
moments to cherish with her musical 
performances.

Known for her set up for unplugged 
concerts, Shaili has been providing a 
surreal musical experience to her 
fans in performing through variants 
like sufi music, classical rhythms, 
blues, jazz, country music and more.



• Opening at several concerts and singing along 
exceptionally brilliant and veteran stars like 
Shankar Ehsaan Loy, Arijit Singh, K.K., Tochi Raina, 
Shilpa Rao and many more.

• The unplugged diva and creator of
Taking a huge leap beyond just acoustic 
instrumental music performance, Just Wireless 
incorporates western forms of jazz, blues and RnB, 
into Indian Classical and Bollywood, reviving old 
classics in a whole new avatar.

• Kingfisher Strong Back Stage Artist Season II



Shankar Ehsaan Loy Palash Sen K.K. Shilpa Rao

Neeraj Shridhar Tochi Raina Tony Kakkar Parthiv Gohil



Mein Tenu Samjhawan Ki

Jaaniya

Luka Chhupi

Aaj Jane ki Zidd Na Karo

Banjaara

Aafatein – Kingfisher
Strong Backstage

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKfPaIzEqt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwMiAWkmO8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elsbg_BVkcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU27GR-yF_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DdaNPb8Zw4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgJekL8BtQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgJekL8BtQ


Shaili Shah has a good command 
singing in varied genres of music 
which include Fusion-Bollywood, 
Jazz, Indiepop and Retro-revised.

Shaili prefers going the unplugged 
way and ensures that she provides an 
enchantingly delightful acoustic 
fusion experience to the listeners.



In near future, Shaili is going to produce a 
series of videos that rekindle the serenity and 
ingenuity of fusion art.

From Kathak and sand art, to contemporary 
dance forms and EDM, her creative team is 
working day in and day out after producing 
such a line up of music videos that will steal 
the hearts of everyone alike! 

An amalgamation of multiple laterals of 
music is set to ignite emotions of nostalgia, of 
peace and of overwhelming love in the hearts 
of her audience.



Get in touch with

+91 9227222247   |        thefamepartners@gmail.com

233-234, Satyam Mall, Near Kameshwar School, 
Jodhpur Cross Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad, 380015.
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